
Will there be eternal heavenly rewards?

There are three basic positions on this: 

I DON’T KNOW!



Will there be eternal heavenly rewards?

What is meant by the phrase “eternal heavenly rewards?” 

Christians will receive different levels or degrees 
of rewards in heaven based on their faithfulness 
in this life. These rewards will be experienced as 
a part of eternal life. 



James 1

Revelation 2



1. Crown of Life James 1:2; Rev. 2:10

Believers who maintain their love for 
Christ while triumphing over persecution, 
temptation, and even martyrdom, receive 
this crown. Many people will receive this 
crown because they gave their life for 
their faith, but there will be others 
wearing this crown too. Any believer who 
has kept the faith when it was costly to do 
so—anyone who has suffered, endured, 
persevered, and encouraged others—will 
receive the Crown of Life.

- davidjeremiah.blog

Although not all believers always respond 
properly to God or to trials, all do so 
sometimes. In the larger context of James 
it seems clear that such predicates refer 
to all Christians, not just to some specific 
category of them. 

- C L Blomberg



1 Thessalonians 2



2. The Victor’s Crown 1 Cor. 9:25-27

Self-discipline requires the ability to say 
“No” when necessary—and not just to 
things that are sinful. As the saying goes, 
“The good is the enemy of the best.” 
Serving God involves narrowing our focus 
to those things with the highest eternal 
value. Life is full of good things that take 
our focus off the best Christ has to offer. It 
is up to us to identify them and choose 
accordingly. Those who exercise such 
discipline will receive the Victor’s Crown.

- davidjeremiah.blog

Paul compares our perseverance to the 
athlete striving after an Olympic crown. 
But unlike a race on a track in which there 
can be only one winner, "we" [Christians] 
all should compete for "the crown that 
will last forever." This "crown" is the same 
as the "prize" of vv. 24, 27, which one fails 
to receive if one is "disqualified" Paul is 
not concerned to compare first place with 
second or third but to contrast finishing
the race with not finishing at all.

- C L Blomberg



1 Thessalonians 2



3. The crown of Rejoicing 1 Thess. 2:19

This crown is awarded to those who bring 
others to Christ. It’s often called the Soul-
Winner’s Crown, and it’s the reward given 
to those who reach out beyond 
themselves and lead others to heaven.

- davidjeremiah.blog

(This crown) appears in synonymous 
parallelism with the "hope" and "joy" of 
eternal life itself, the pleasure of unending 
fellowship with other believers whom we 
have played some role in helping to 
nurture. All true believers will experience 
some such exultation, no doubt in varying
ways, but the passage says nothing of 
different crowns for different quantities of 
joy.

- C L Blomberg



2 Timothy 4



4. The crown of Righteousness 2 Tim. 4:8

Many Christians become so caught up 
with earthly activities that they forget 
heaven is their true home. This crown is 
not for those believers. It is for those who 
long for heaven, their true home, who long 
to see the face of their Savior when He 
comes for them in the clouds. 

- davidjeremiah.blog

(This crown) can hardly be a reward that 
distinguishes one believer from another, 
in view of the conclusion of the verse: 
"which the Lord, the righteous Judge, will 
award to me on that day—and not only to
me, but also to all who have longed for his 
appearing.“ Surely one who has never 
wished for Christ's return cannot have 
truly been his disciple.

- C L Blomberg



1 Peter 5



5. The crown of glory 1 Peter 5:4

This crown is given to faithful shepherds of 
God’s people—pastors, elders, deacons, 
Sunday school teachers, ministry team 
leaders, and more. It will reward those 
who answer the call of leadership.

- davidjeremiah.blog

In view of the recurring pattern in the 
previous four passages it is probably most 
natural to take this crown too as 
metaphor for eternal life. Every other 
reference to believers' "glory" in 1 Peter 
confirms this presumption (1:7; 4:13-14; 
5:10), so that the elders' crown is nothing 
other than that which "all who share in 
the Christian hope" can expect.

- C L Blomberg



1 Corinthians 3



1 Corinthians 3:12-15

While there is absolutely no disputing the 
uniqueness of every believer's personal 
encounter with Christ on judgment day, 
nothing in the text says anything about 
these distinctions among believers' 
experiences persisting for all time.

The believer loses the satisfaction of 
seeing much of his life's work count in an 
eternal perspective befitting kingdom 
priorities. (Temporary shame on the day 
of judgement; consider 2 Cor. 5:9-10) 

- C L Blomberg

Paul clearly proclaims rewards are waiting 
for us as saved Christians. But he is also 
clear about the fact some of us will 
receive more reward than others. Some 
will work here on earth to create 
something persevering and as a result will 
obtain an enduring reward in Heaven. 
Others will not produce enduring work 
here on earth, and while they will still be 
saved, their reward in heaven will be 
nothing more than Salvation (“he himself 
shall be saved, yet so as through fire”).

- coldcasechristianity.com



Matthew 20



The Parable of the Vineyard Matt 20
When read in the context of Matthew 
Chapter 19, it’s easy to see the parable of 
the vineyard is all about the Salvation of 
the Gentiles. The parable was designed to 
illustrate the fact the Gentiles (who 
actually heard the Gospel and entered the 
Kingdom very late compared to the Jews 
who possessed the scripture all along), 
would also enjoy the same privileges and 
rights as the Jews who were ”chosen” and 
“favored”.

- coldcasechristianity.com

Because God is so good, the principle of 
grace triumphs. The principle in the
world is that he who works the longest 
receives the most pay. That is just.
But in the kingdom of God the principles 
of merit and ability may be set
aside so that grace can prevail.

- S. J. Kistemaker



Matthew 5

Matthew 6

Matthew 6



The Sermon on the Mount rewards

From this one sermon it is clear there is a 
“reward in heaven” waiting for each of us 
who is saved. There are “treasures in 
heaven” for each of us. God has rewards 
waiting for us, and much of this sermon 
from Jesus is an admonition for us not to 
forsake our heavenly reward by seeking 
worldly rewards and acknowledgment.

- coldcasechristianity.com

The final Matthean beatitude promises a
great reward in heaven to those who 
endure persecution (Matt 5:12), but this 
text simply repeats the theme of v. 10 in 
which the blessing for endurance is "the 
kingdom of heaven." The "great reward“ 
of v. 12 must therefore refer to the 
kingdom itself rather than some special 
status within it…The same must be said of 
the other Matthean "reward" passages.

- C L Blomberg



The Sermon the Mount treasures

From this one sermon it is clear there is a 
“reward in heaven” waiting for each of us 
who is saved. There are “treasures in 
heaven” for each of us. God has rewards 
waiting for us, and much of this sermon 
from Jesus is an admonition for us not to 
forsake our heavenly reward by seeking 
worldly rewards and acknowledgment.

- coldcasechristianity.com

"Treasures in heaven" (Matt 6:20; par. 
Luke 12:33; Matt 19:21) appears in 
synonymous parallelism with "getting 
eternal life" (Matt 19:16) and "entering
the kingdom of heaven" (19:23). In 1 Tim 
6:19, those who "lay up treasure
for themselves as a firm foundation for 
the coming age“ are coterminous (equal) 
with those who "take hold of the life that 
is truly life."

- C L Blomberg



So what are we to take away from this? 

Beware of the extremes…

Rewards cannot become the sole, or even primary, motivator.

Be careful “if the fear of judgement or the promise of reward 
can get you to do something that the love of Christ cannot…”

Absence of reward doesn’t mean that God desires us to live lawlessly. 

Our obedience (trusting and following God's instruction in faith, 
love, and thankfulness) have a heavy impact on how we 
experience God in this life (his blessings; peace, comfort, etc.) 



So what are we to take away from this? 

God wants us to have a future, eternal focus in this life. 

We know we are saved by grace through faith. 

Beware of the distraction…

God desires us to walk in obedience motivated by love. 

“For to me to live is Christ, and to die is gain. If I am to live in the 
flesh, that means fruitful labor for me. Yet which I shall choose I 
cannot tell. I am hard pressed between the two. My desire is to 
depart and be with Christ, for that is far better.”  Philippian 1:21-23


